Abstract-Text categorization has become more and more popular and important problem day by day because of the large proliferation of documents in many fields. To come up with this problem, several machine learning techniques are used for categorization such as naïve Bayes, support vector machines, artificial neural networks, etc. In this study, we concentrate on ensemble of multiple classifiers instead of using only a single one. We perform a comparative analysis of the impact of the ensemble techniques for text categorization domain. To carry out this, the same type of base classifiers but diversified training sets are used which is referred as homogenous ensembles. In order to diversify the training dataset, various ensemble algorithms are utilized such as Bagging, Boosting, Random Subspace and Random Forest. Multivariate Bernoulli Naïve Bayes is preferred as a base classifier due to its superior classification performance compared to the success of the other single classifiers. A wide range of comparative and extensive empirical studies are conducted on four widely-used datasets in text categorization domain in both Turkish and English. Finally, the effectiveness of ensemble algorithms is discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Text categorization/classification has always been an important research topic because of very large amount of text documents available in different types of application areas today. The objective of text categorization is to classify a given document into one of predefined categories by the use of machine learning techniques. For text categorization, the supervised learning techniques are usually used to build classifiers from a set of training documents. From the training set, a classifier learns and forms a model of relationship between features and class labels (categories). Once trained, the classifier can be used to determine the category of a new document from a test dataset.
The text categorization process usually involves parsing of documents, tokenization, stop-words removal, stemming, and representation of documents in appropriate formats and weights, feature reduction, selection of classifiers (learning algorithms), training and testing. To represent the documents, the bag of words model is commonly used in document categorization. In bag of words model, the document set is represented as a document-term matrix where each row describes a document and each column corresponds to a term (word). Each entry in the matrix contains a weight that reflects the importance of a term with respect to document collection. Different term weighting approaches such as term frequency and TF-IDF can be used to represent each weight. An excellent review of text categorization algorithms is given in papers [1, 2] . The classification algorithms such as naïve Bayes (NB), k-nearest neighbors (k-NN), decision trees (DT), artificial neural networks (ANN) and support vector machines (SVM) are commonly used for text classification.
In machine learning, ensemble methods use multiple learning algorithms (classifiers) to achieve a better performance than a single classifier. The systems that use ensemble methods are also called multiple classifier systems, ensemble-based classifiers or just ensemble systems. An ensemble-based classifier is a group of combined individual classifiers. Each individual classifier is called a base or weak classifier (learner). During training, each base classifier is trained separately on a given training data set. An ensemble approach is usually composed of an ensemble generation and integration (aggregation, combination or fusion) steps. In ensemble generation step, a diverse set of base classifiers is generated from the training data set. In the integration step, the outputs of the trained base classifiers are integrated to obtain a final decision. The main strategy in ensemble approach is therefore to generate many classifiers and integrate outputs of classifier such that the combination of classifiers improves the performance of a single classifier [3] [4] [5] [6] .
The success of an ensemble system depends on the diversity of the base classifiers that make up the ensemble. Each base classifier must exhibit some level of diversity among themselves. The diversity can be achieved by mainly three approaches: data diversity, parameter diversity and structural diversity [6] . In data diversity, different training data subsets are generated from the original dataset for each of base classifier through re-sampling techniques. Parameter diversity approach uses different training parameter for different classifiers. For example, a neural network can be trained with different layers, initial weights and learning rates. The structural diversity is achieved by using different learning algorithms. If all base classifiers are generated by using the same learning algorithm, the ensemble system is called homogeneous, otherwise it is called heterogeneous. Heterogeneous ensemble systems use more than one learning algorithm to realize diversity.
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Compared with other classification problems, text categorization problem has several distinct characteristics such as the high dimensionality of the input space, sparsity of document vectors, and scarceness of irrelevant features [7] . There has been a limited research on the use of ensemble systems on text categorization. In this paper, we attempt to investigate the classification success of homogenous ensemble classifiers by providing data diversity with various ensemble algorithms on English and Turkish text documents. An extensive experiment results demonstrate that homogenous ensemble learners boost the classification performance effectively compared to the single classifiers on text categorization field.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives related researches on the use of ensemble systems on text categorization. Section 3 presents base learners and ensemble techniques used in experimental studies. Experimental setup and results are given in sections 4 and 5. Section 6 concludes the paper with a discussion.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we try to review some of research that uses ensemble techniques for text categorization. In [8] , authors use a naïve Bayes classifier called moderated asymmetric naïve Bayes classifiers (MANB) as a base classifier in their homogeneous ensemble setting. They use ensemble methods called k-fold partitioning, bagging, boosting, biased kpartitioning, biased k-fold partitioning and biased clustering on a single data set. They also test a heterogeneous ensemble method by combining NB and SVM learning algorithms.
A pairwise ensemble approach is presented in [9] that achieve better performance than popular ensemble approaches bagging and ECOC. An ensemble classifier for Twitter sentiment analysis is proposed in [10] where the dataset includes very short texts. A combination of several polarity classifiers provides an improvement of the base classifiers. In [11] , authors combined SVM, k-NN and Rocchio classifiers by using Dempster's rule of combination and observed a better performance than base classifiers. In [12] , Random subspace method is applied to text categorization problem. The paper focuses the estimation of ensemble parameters of size and the dimensionality of each random subspace submitted to the base classifiers.
Authors in [13] applied ensemble methods to multi-class text documents where each document can belong to more than on category. They evaluated the performance of ensemble techniques by using multi-label learning algorithms. H. Elghazel et al. [14] resents a novel ensemble multi-label text categorization algorithm, called Multi Label Rotation Forest (MLRF) that uses a combination of Rotation Forest and Latent Semantic Indexing.
In a recent study [15] , Onan et al empirically evaluate the predictive performance of ensemble learning methods on text documents that are represented keywords. They first apply different keyword extraction algorithms to test dataset. Then, they evaluate the performance of five different ensemble methods that use four different base classifiers on the documents represented by keywords.
III. BASE LEARNERS AND ENSEMBLE TECHNIQUES
This section briefly reviews learning algorithms and ensemble techniques used in experiments. Bernoulli Naive Bayes learning algorithm is selected as a base learner in our study after comparing several classifiers MVNB (multivariate Bernoulli naïve Bayes), MNB (multinomial naïve Bayes), SVM (support vector machines), and DT (decision trees) on our datasets. We applied bagging, boosting, random subspace, and random forest ensemble techniques.
A Naïve Bayes classifier is a simple probabilistic classifier that uses Bayes' theorem with independence assumption of features. Two frequently models used for text categorization are called multivariate Bernoulli naïve Bayes (MVNB) and multinomial naïve Bayes (MNB). MNB represents each document by the frequency of words that appears in the document. In MVNB, each document is represented by a feature vector with binary variables that can takes values 1 or 0 depending upon the presence of a word in the document. MVNB classifier is expressed in In Eq. (1) where occurrence of term t in document i is indicated by B it which can be either 1 or 0. |D| indicates the number of labeled training documents. Formula is given using Laplace smoothing. P(c j |d i ) is 1 if document i is in class j. Finally, the probability of term w t in class c j is [16] :
Support vector machines (SVM) are one of the best supervised machine learning algorithms based on the concept of decision planes that separate set of instances of two different classes [17] . It is a linear classifier, but can be used for a nonlinear classification using a method called the kernel trick that implicitly maps input instances into high-dimensional feature spaces. It is an effective algorithm in high dimensional spaces. SVM can use different kernel functions that enable us to obtain a set of diverse classifiers with different decision boundaries. Decision trees (DTs) are a supervised learning method used for classification and regression [18] . Decision trees build classification or regression models in the form of a tree structure. A decision tree is built in top-down manner that breaks down a dataset into smaller and smaller subsets by using splitting criteria. It is a simple algorithm that enables easy interpretation and visualization of relationships among dataset features.
Bagging is one of the most popular and earliest ensemble based algorithms [19] . It is an abbreviation for bootstrap aggregating. Diversity is achieved by means of resampling in which different training data subsets are randomly drawn with replacement from the entire training dataset. Each data subset is used to train a different learner in the set of ensemble learners. It reaches a final decision by combining decisions of individual weak learners by taking a majority vote.
Boosting algorithm is considered as one of the most significant progresses in the recent history of machine learning [20] . The main idea in boosting is to generate a set of learners that uses a data subset in which each instance is associated with a weight. It works by repeatedly running weak learners on various distributions over the training data. At the beginning, all instances have an equal weight. At each iteration depending upon the training error of previous classifiers, the weights of misclassified instances are updated. Each classifier uses a subset of instances drawn from an updated distribution of training dataset. At each step, instances that are incorrectly predicted by previous classifiers are chosen more often than instances that were correctly predicted. The final decision is obtained by weighted majority voting of the classes predicted by the individual classifier. There are many variants of the boosting algorithm such as AdaBoost, AdaBoost.M1, AdaBoost.M2, AdaBoost.R, Arcing and Real Adaboost [3] [4] [5] [6] . We used AdaBoost.M1 in our experiments.
Random subspace (RS) ensemble is similar to bagging but it selects a random subset of features from the dataset instead of instances [21, 22] .
Random forests, introduced by Breiman [23] , are a collection of decision tree classifiers. It is a particular implementation of bagging in which each base classifier is a decision tree. Bagging is used to select training subsets for each individual decision tree. The splitting criterion used in Random forests differs from standard decision trees where each node is split by the best feature among all other features. In Random forests, a random subset of features is selected first and then the best split is decided on the random subset of features. This strategy works well and provides additional randomness to the algorithm in addition to bagging. Random forests is robust to overfitting because of randomness applied in both sample and feature spaces.
IV. EXPERIMENT SETUP
We use four well-accepted benchmark datasets with different sizes and properties to explore the classification performances of the ensemble algorithms. First one is called 20News-18828 1 and it has less number of documents than the original dataset because duplicate postings are removed. Furthermore, each posting headers are eliminated except from and subject headers. It contains approximately a total of 20,000 documents and is divided into twenty different categories. Due to its extensive content, majority of state-of the-art studies [ The last dataset is Aahaber 4 , used in [40] , consists of concise articles broadcasted by Turkish National News Agency: Anadolu Agency. It involves news from eight categories (Turkey, world, politics, economics, sports, education, science, culture art, and environment health) and is composed of 20,000 documents from 8 categories. Characteristics of the datasets, when no preprocessing is applied, are given in Table I covering the number of classes (|C|), the number of documents (|D|) and the vocabulary size (|V|).
We pay attention to frequent terms whose document frequency is greater than two and do not carry out any stop word filtering or stemming to prevent from any bias that can be introduced by stop list or stemming algorithms. We perform experiments by modifying the training set size that use 90%, 70%, 50%, 30%, 10%, 5%, and 1% percentages of the data for training and the rest for testing. These percentages are represented with "ts" abbreviation in order to avoid confusion with the accuracy percentages. We also run experiments using 80% training and 20% test data with no document frequency filtering. The widely known 10-fold cross validation with 5x2 approach is applied on each dataset. This approach is similar to the previous works [24, 26, 35, 37, 38, 39] where they use 80% of data for training data and 20% for test. The number of base classifiers is generally arranged between 50 and 100 [37, 38] . We preferred to set it to 100 owing to its influence on empirical results. Finally, the accuracy results of the experiments are utilized as the evaluation criteria in order to provide comparison with state of the art results.
V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
At first, we analyze several kinds of machine learning techniques to observe the classification performances of single classifiers in order to determine the best base classifier to be used in ensemble learning. Table I demonstrates the evaluation results of the single classifiers mentioned in section III: two versions of Naïve Bayes classifier, Support Vector Machines, and Decision Tree. It is significant to notice that the classification results of single classifiers are represented for training set percentage eighty in Table I . It seems clearly that MVNB is more competitive and surpasses other classification techniques. On account of this, MVNB is preferred as a base learner for implementing ensemble classifiers. We can summary the classification success order of the single classifiers like this: MVNB>MNB>SVM>DT. To observe the success of base classifiers in different training set percentages, 20News-18828 dataset is analyzed in Figure I . While accuracy values between MVNB and others are usually much closer at the smaller training set levels, the success of MVNB is more prominent at higher training set percentages especially starting from ts30 to ts90. Thus, MVNB is the preferred base classifier to be selected among other classifiers in order to construct ensemble algorithms.
After determining a base learner, various ensemble algorithms (bagging, boosting, random subspace, random forest) are utilized to diversify the training datasets. Table II shows the classification accuracy results of the four homogenous ensemble methods that use Multivariate Bernoulli Naïve Bayes model as a base classifier for a training size of 80% (ts80).
As an ensemble algorithm, bagging is not efficient to improve the classification performance for 20News-18828 and WebKB4 datasets. Bagging method decreases the accuracy results approximately 1% for 20News_18828 and slightly advances the success of MVNB classifier for WebKB4 at ts80. We do not get a significant performance increase for Turkish datasets Hurriyet and AaHaber since it provides nearly 1% classification rise for both datasets.
Random subspace demonstrates similar performance with bagging for improving classification successes. Either it does not change efficiently accuracies or it reaches maximum 2% success and increment of the classification performance is maintained via the usage of the Turkish datasets again. Thus, it can be asserted that the choice of bagging and random subspace algorithms is not significant in most cases. In order to increase the classification performance, they may be preferred for especially including agglutinative languages such as Turkish. On the other hand, boosting and random forests demonstrate obvious classification performance compared to the bagging and random subspace algorithms. While boosting provides nearly 2-3% improvement compared to the performance of the single classifier, classification success of it ranges from 1% to 3% in proportion to bagging and random subspace. On Hurriyet dataset, boosting provides a very slight improvement. In general, we can give precedence to the boosting algorithm instead of bagging and random subspace when determining ensemble techniques for all datasets.
A close inspection of Table II reveals that random forest algorithm is better than the other ensemble algorithms in terms the classification success and it overwhelmingly outperforms others for all datasets at ts80. Random forest provides the significant contribution to the classification performance and it demonstrates minimum 3% and maximum 5% rise compared to the success of the single classifier, bagging, and random subspace algorithms. When observing the average values of the accuracies, its superior performance is seen explicitly and the classification success of them can be ordered as: RF>BS>RS>BG. As a result of this, random forest should be given the first preference among other ensemble algorithms in order to improve classification performance on text categorization domain. Figure 2 and 3, it is clearly seen that random forest algorithm exceeds others at all training set percentages for 20News-18828 and WebKB4 and base classifier, MVNB, has the worst classification performance and shows similar classification success rate with bagging algorithm for both datasets. While accuracy values are close to each other at smaller training set percentages, the difference between them increases at higher training set levels. At smaller training set sizes, the dominance of the random forest is not observed especially from ts1 to ts10 for Hurriyet and ts1 to ts30 for Aahaber dataset. At remaining training set percentages, the success pattern of the random forest is similar to the other figures. Moreover, the order of classification success rates can change depending on the datasets but it can be observed that the surpassing one is the random forest ensemble algorithm in all cases and the worst classification performance belongs to the base classifier, MVNB. 
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we attempt to observe the effectiveness of ensemble algorithms on supervised text categorization and investigate the classification performances the two versions of naïve Bayes model, SVM, decision tree classifiers and four homogenous ensemble classifiers that use the multivariate naïve Bayes as a base classifier on four widely-used datasets.
As a first step, the classification performances of different machine learning algorithms (MVNB, MNB, SVM, and DT) are researched to determine the base learner for ensemble system. Due to its outstanding success, MVNB is preferred as a base learner to construct the ensemble of classifiers as mentioned before in section V.
After determining base classifier, ensemble algorithms such as bagging, boosting, random subspace, and random forest are built by using the base learner. We obtained interesting experimental results which indicate that the preference of bagging and random subspace algorithms as an ensemble technique does not provide significant influence compared to the boosting and random forest algorithms on English text documents. On the other hand, this situation is not usually valid for Turkish documents and these ensemble techniques slightly raise the classification performances for Turkish datasets. Besides, the random forest algorithm is the best ensemble algorithm among others that produces the highest classification performance in text categorization field. Boosting is the next best ensemble algorithm that competes better than BG and RS. Hence, it will be appropriate to identify random forest technique that excels the overall performance of the system. We can summarize that the overall performance order is as follows: RF>BS>RS>BG>=MVNB.
We performed extensive experiments by using different ensemble algorithms and datasets in both English and Turkish. In conclusion, experimental results demonstrate that the application of the ensemble algorithms is an effective technique in order to boost the overall classification success in text categorization. As a future work, we plan to construct heterogeneous ensembles that use different types of base classifiers and investigate the performance of heterogeneous ensemble systems on different datasets.
